
ENGLISH 
SUMMER BREAK HOMEWORK 

CLASS XII  
 

 
 
(a) Rash driving and road  rage  
(b) loud music in functions in your locality 
(c ) Increasing awareness for child rights and abolition of child labour  
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(I) Write a letter to the editor on: (to be done in English register) 
 

 

SUGGESTED BOOKS TO READ: 

SUGGESTED MOVIES TO WATCH: 

(II) Read any book of your choice or from the list suggested above and write a 
book review in 150-200 words. (to be done in English register) 



  

Select any 10 words of your choice from the dictionary and make a Pictorial 
dictionary featuring these words. Draw illustrations related to the definitions of the 
chosen words, providing thorough explanations including their etymology/origin and 
usage in a sentence. (Refer to the example given below)  
Additionally, students can enhance their work by creating word collages using words 
as prompts for abstract art. Make an attractive cover for the same. It should be in A4 
size.  

 

 

  

 

 

 
(a)  to the seniors of your school for  the farewell function to be organised in your  
school on behalf of the students  of class 11  
(b) inviting Chief Guest on the occasion of Foundation day  at your school.  
(c ) for your House warming celebration 

(IV) Write a formal invitation: (to be done in English register) 

(III) PICTORIAL DICTIONARY  

(III) Translate any English poem/story/factual description into your native language 

on A3 sheet or folder       or make a video of the translated work. 

OR 



 

 
 
 
(a) Child Labour  
(b) Environmental Pollution and global warming.  
(c )The role of Discipline in life 
(d) Judicious use of social media  
(e) Importance of Physical Exercise 
(f)  Reading habit shapes our personality 
 
 
 
(a) behalf of Cultural Secretary for a Charity Show to be organised  in your school  
for  flood victims 
(b) behalf of ABC, sports captain for an inter school volleyball match for class XI and 
XII.  
(c) behalf  of Head boy/ Head girl for a meeting of student council with the principal   
 
 
 
 
 

          

(V) Write an article on: (to be done in English register) 

(VI) Write a notice on: (to be done in English register) 
 

(VII) Write two unseen passages for comprehension with solutions.  (to be 
done in English register) 


